
 

 

 

 

 

 

This homework assignment will give you practice with some of the advanced Excel analysis tools that 

you learned during lab. 

You will be downloading and analyzing US population data for 1900 to 1999. 

 

A. Download and Import the Data into Excel 

Step 1: 

Download the file Population.txt from your class webpage and save it in your Lab5 folder. 

 

Step 2: 

Load the data into Excel using either the Delimited or the Fixed width option as described in Lab5. 

 

Step 3: 

You should see two columns worth of data, the first is the years from 1900 to 1999, and the second is US 

total population during those years.   

Before you do anything else, you should save your work as an Excel file: Population.xlsx 

 

B. Analyzing the Data 

Step 1: 

Graph the data as is using 

either a Line chart like you 

did in the Lab or a Scatter 

line chart. 

 

You should get something 

that looks like this: 

 

 

Step 2: 

Add a Linear Trendline to 

your graph and display the 

Equation for the line on 

your graph. 
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Due at the beginning of the next lab.  You can use Excel 2003 if you like, though 

there are some important differences between them. 

 



Do you see anything odd?  Can you explain why the trendline and the actual population differ in some 

places?  What was happening during those years? 

 

BONUS QUESTION: (unfortunately not worth any extra points) 

Can you extrapolate the US population out another 50 years using the trendline and equation found in 

Step 2? 

 

Step 3: 

Sometimes derivative charts can show very useful information about the data that is hard to see looking 

at the original numbers.  A "derivative" is a change - the difference between two points, so a derivative 

chart of the Population is a chart of the change that occurred year to year. 

• In cell C1, create a new label named "Population Change". 

• Skip cell C2, and in cell C3 write a formula to calculate the difference in population between that 

year (1901) and the previous year (1900).  This is the Population Change between those two 

years. 

• Drag this formula down, calculating the Population Change for every year between 1901 and 

1999. 

• Select Columns A and C by holding down the Ctrl key. 

• Create a graph of these two columns using either a Line chart or a Scatter line chart. 

• You should get something that looks like this: 

 

 

 

 

 



Step 4: 

Important note: Even though there are several areas in the above chart that dip dramatically, there is 

only ONE year in the entire century when population GROWTH was actually negative.  At all other times, 

the growth was positive, but growing faster or slower depending on many different factors. 

 

Notice in the above chart, a number of interesting features are pointed out with red text.  These are 

regions where the change in US population was relatively dramatic.  And these regions all correspond to 

historical events and factors that directly or indirectly affected the US population growth. 

 

Step 5: 

Your job is to wrack your memory/books/ and of course the internet about any important US affairs, 

events, or inventions during these times (and any other areas of the graph that you find interesting) that 

would help explain WHY the Population Change graph looks the way that it does. 

• Use Text Boxes (Insert tab, Text group) and Arrow Shapes (Insert tab, Illustrations group, 

Shapes button) to point out and label these areas (you need to put something USEFUL, not the 

kind of unhelpful comments shown as an example in the chart above). 

 

At a minimum, you need to find labels for the areas pointed out on the graph above. 

 

 

E.  Putting it all online 

Step 1: 

Modify your CSE3Page.html to include links to your Population.xlsx file.   

Step 2: 

Put everything online and get checked off at the beginning of the following lab. 

REMEMBER to either drag your ENTIRE CSE3 folder into your public_html folder OR into the 

WHITESPACE inside the public_html folder!!!! 

 

Checkoff: Go to your homepage via the class webpage and demonstrate to the TA/Tutor that your 

Population.xlsx and all the relevant graphs AND EXPLANATIONS are complete. 

 


